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ABSTRACT
An exploration in two parts into the development of a narrative through
manufactured evidence designed specifically to encourage the suspense of
disbelief. The physical work exists within a faux anthropological museum
exhibition focused around a human whose history and existence is entirely
fabricated. The structural work is the layers of historical and practical research
used to develop the suggestion of reality. The exhibit contains samples of the
research, artifacts, and specimens collected by the deceased naturalist August
Hermann Kotz, along with his falsified history. The second part consists of an
overview of the research process and techniques needed to successfully create
the work. The intent behind this project is twofold, for the audience who knows
it’s false it must be made to be fascinating, for the uninformed audience it must
be believable enough to garner investigation. From both audiences, the reactions
are highly positive. The informed audience reacted with fondness and
excitement. The uninformed audience with curiosity and patience. My stylistic
choices and processes have been permanently influenced by this project.
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Part 1

The Work

A MOST
PECULIAR
MAN
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History

Early Life
August Hermann Kotz was born to German Jewish parents in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin on April 16th, 1874. He grew up in a modest single family
home with his older sister Elizabeth (Eliza). His Grandparents immigrated
to the United States some time between 1841-1850. Kotz grew up
wealthy after his father founded a successful manufacturing company
that produced steam engines. He was a clever child and became
enamored with biology at a young age while working on his uncle’s farm.
He was often tasked with collecting eggs, feeding the larger animals, and
took special interest in helping care for the newborn animals. August
became fascinated with nesting habits and the relationships between
diﬀerent species, which would eventually become the main focus of his
scientific studies in his adult life.
His parents insisted he complete his high school education despite
his interest in starting a dairy farm. He met his future wife Abigail, more
commonly referred to as Abby, during his time at the University of
Delaware which he attended from 1893 until his graduation in 1897. He
studied Ethology while she worked as a stenographer in the area. They
married in early 1900 and lived in Delaware. They returned to Wisconsin
for a short time after their children Vincent (1901) and Shannon (1903)
were born, so that August's aging parents could help handle the children
6

while he was traveling for work. They had two additional children, Walter
(1904) who died in 1907 from Influenza, and Ernest (1905) who died
shortly after being born. Eliza also lived close by with her firefighter
husband Virgil with whom she had two children of her own, Florence and
Jacob.
Career
Once August began to develop some renown as a Naturalist he
began to explore the plains and cataloging the wildlife. He gained quite a
bit of notoriety as he wrote about peak hunting seasons in the west and
which animals were best to cultivate in specific regions. His undoing
came when he was contacted by a small township to help determine
what had been killing large amounts of grazing livestock during the
spring months. This was highly unusual and incredibly costly to the local
farmers because of the massive loss of females and young during every
calving season. During his time in this town he discovered a creature that
made very little sense and was so unusual that he had a hard time
explaining his findings at all, let alone publish them in any way. Instead of
leaving this mystery alone; he stayed in this town for about 3 months,
studying these creatures and their life cycles, habits, and migration
patterns. He theorized that strictly keeping livestock inside during any
large dip in temperature, except when raining, was one of the only ways
to avoid the loss of farm animals.
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Downfall
After this extensive research, he did make moves to publish his
findings and he was successful in a few journals. However, as he grew
increasingly specific about what was preying on the livestock, more and
more individuals came forward to disagree with him; some even going so
far to call his sanity in question. This seemed to irritate him and he began
to write even more about the unusual creatures inhabiting the west . This
escalated to the point where whole publications were refusing to publish
his work and editors were retracting their support and denying even his
previous findings. It was theorized that other scientists, editors, and
publications were being payed oﬀ to shun Kotz completely. This all came
to a head when, in a fury, he returned to the township, captured a
hatchling of the peculiar creatures and sent it, alive in a crate, to the
publisher that had most aggressively brought his sanity into question.
Upon opening the box the man was so horrified he collapsed from a
heart attack and died very soon after.
Almost immediately following this stunt, he was detained by a
government oﬃcial claiming to be charging him with the murder of the
newly deceased publisher. In reality, Kotz was captured, drugged, put on
a train for New York, and never heard from by his family again. He was
taken to Dunwich Hospital for supposed treatment. He was kept there for
about seven years until his escape in early June of 1917, he was
approximately 43 years old.
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Family
After his disappearance, Kotz’s family were approached by a man
claiming to be his boss who was accompanied by two police oﬃcers.
They told his family that Kotz had been kicked in the head by a horse
and suﬀered severe brain damage. They said he was rushed to the best
mental hospital in the states, but nothing could be done for him; he was
in a comatose state and would not improve. His mother was
inconsolable and his father asked to be given the horse so he could
shoot it himself, to which Abigail protested. They gave them the address
of the hospital and suggested that they write so an orderly could read the
letters out loud to him which sent his mother into hysteria. They politely
excused themselves and were not seen by the family again.
His mother developed an opioid addiction and spent months
wearing only black in mourning of her only son. Abby moved in with her
in-laws, but kept the house she had lived in with her now missing
husband and rented it out to boarders. Shannon and Vincent were only 5
and 9 at the time so they had very little memory of their father. Abigail
eventually sold the boarding house and became a professor at the
Women's College of Delaware after its development in 1914. Vincent lied
about his age to enlist in WWI and died in the trenches. Shannon married
a shoemaker who was drafted and survived, she had 5 children by him
and died in 1934 at age 31 from pneumonia.
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Remains
Kotz's remains were found in a cluster of trees near the edge of an
overgrown field in 1963. He was propped up against a large oak and
appeared to have passed naturally and was slumped over.
Decomposition had not fully set in at the time of discovery as it was
winter and he was mostly intact. He was brought in for autopsy and his
belongings were taken from his body as evidence. He was approximately
90 years old at the time of his death, yet he showed very little sign of
physical degradation and looked only to be in his late 60s. The reason for
this oddity is unknown and has yet to be explained. Some hypotheses
about his slow aging include the use of folk medicine and healthy
lifestyle. He was buried in an unmarked grave after his autopsy, which
revealed that he had not died from hypothermia and that his stomach
contents consisted of mostly root vegetables and nuts foraged the fall
before.
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The Hospital
Following his abduction, Kotz was taken to Dunwich Hospital and
Treatment Center on Muskane Island, oﬀ the northern coast of Maine.
Kotz spent most of his time at the asylum in the nonviolent ward, the
captured population was blended with the "manic" and "hysterical"
patients and were treated with the same medication and techniques as
an attempt to convince the captured patients that they were, in fact,
there for a reason beyond their discoveries. More impressionable
patients only required placebo pills and social conditioning, while others
proved to be more diﬃcult to convince. The persuasion methods went so
far as to dose patients with small amounts of psycho-stimulants in their
food and use the stable population as test subjects for new medical
procedures. During his internment, Kotz experienced dangerous
treatments including hydrotherapy, electroconvulsive therapy, and later,
insulin shock therapy for which he expressed his displeasure with in his
writings.
These methods were only partially eﬀective, which resulted in the
head doctor developing diﬀerent contraptions to create unexplainable
stimuli to push them further into insanity. For example, a series of
swinging weights wrapped in wool would tap a steel crossbeam under
the floor of patients rooms to create vibrations in the floorboards, and a
small machine with leather flogs that would rotate and beat the pipes
leading to the patients plumbing in their rooms.
11

The Witnesses

Before the full eﬀects of the medications and persuasions could
take hold, a think tank of sorts developed amongst the patients who
knew something was oﬀ about the situation. Kotz was one of the more
intuitive patients, along with a few men that he seemed to develop a
strong bond with. They would write each other messages with alphabets
they had created for themselves in diﬀerent unusual places. Kotz's
favorite method seemed to be removing pieces of wallpaper, writing on
the back, and then re-adhering the piece to the wall for his friends to
read later.
Other samples of writings were found on the inside of soup can
labels, carved into bars of soap, and left in hair trimmings stuck to wet
tile. These were discovered occasionally by orderlies who would report
them, but the meaning behind the symbols was never discovered and it
was assumed it was the peculiar habits of one of the more unstable
patients who believed himself to be the reincarnation of Jesus.
From his writings in his asylum journal and the secret messages sent
back and forth between these men, we can only identify them as Warren,
Lawrence, Everett, and Stanley.
We believe Warren was a biologist whose research focused on
mammalian skeletal structures, Lawrence was a fellow naturalist (who
studied animals physical and behavioral reactions to changing seasons)
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that Kotz had been acquaintances with before his disappearance about
two years prior to Kotz's capture. Everett was an avid hiker and
outdoorsman, he had worked as a land surveyor prior to admittance to
the asylum; after his escape he took a new name and worked as a park
ranger and kept in touch. We believe his original name was Evan but
records are limited and most of these names are probably false. Stanley
was an environmental biologist whose work was very similar to Kotz's in
the way that they both focused on animal populations. Stanley primarily
focused on mating seasons and birth rates while Kotz focused on
migration patterns and interactions between animals in environments.
They seemed to set up encampments near each other whenever they
had a chance due to the extensive amount of correspondence between
the two.
They began to put their escape plan into action after the
poliomyelitis epidemic resulted in the asylum being filled with children.
This large influx of impoverished ailing children resulted in limited
supplies and space which pushed “The Witnesses” as they began to call
themselves, to make their move. It is believed that these men started a
fire in the kitchens that grew out of control much faster than they
expected. They had left through one of the windows they had broken in a
hall to bolster the flames and made their way to a service shed near one
of the underused docks on the island.
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We do not know for sure how many “Witnesses” made up the
overall asylum population, but over 30 percent of the patient population
made their escape during the fire. five patients who were bedridden
suﬀered burns and one patient died when he leapt from a third story
window in a fit that was exasperated by the alarm and panic of the other
patients. No children were harmed because the arson occurred during
the time where the younger patients were taken out to walk the grounds.

The Doctor

In his Asylum Journal, Kotz made it very clear that he especially
did not care for the symptoms he'd experience from the methods and
medicinal treatments that were brought to the asylum along with the
arrival of Dr. Andreassen (also known by the patients as “The Ass” in
secret conversations). Dr. Andreassen's practices focused mostly on
sedation and used a cocktail of chloral hydrate, bromides, lithium
carbonate, and barbiturates to keep the asylum population in check. It is
theorized that he administered a number of lethal overdoses during his
time at the asylum as there are quite a few unexplained and sudden
deaths during this period. He was considered to be a cruel and
monstrous kind of man, but conveniently for the detained scientists, he
was gregariously lazy. The only aggressive measures he would take to
the male patients would be using electroconvulsive therapy as a
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punishment for acting out. Only on rare occasions would he perform
Psychosurgery on particularly diﬃcult patients, not only as a treatment
but as a scare tactic to keep the rest of the population in check.
His attitude was notoriously diﬀerent for the patients in the female
ward, among the orderlies and adult subjects he was known to be a
sexual predator when it came to his younger patients. Many of the young
patients would purposefully pull their hair out, maul their own faces, and
defecate on themselves to avoid being the target of Dr Andreassen's
advances. The older female patients would often hide the younger ones
when he would walk through. They would also purposefully alter their
behavior and would become more wild and uncooperative during the
monthly physical examinations. This was done in an attempt to frustrate
the doctor and hopefully cause him to give up before getting to the
youngest patients. Many of the orderlies were women due to the secrecy
of the asylum and societal norms, they would go to great lengths to
protect the children. They often would intentionally overreact to
misbehaviors of the male patients to draw attention away from the
female population to try and save them from abuse. There are at least
three semi-documented cases of Dr Andreassen grooming young female
patients and possibly mentally debilitating them to create “little wives”
for his use. His favorite was only known in the record books as “Lillian”.
No other records could be found about her stay there or if she ever
returned home.
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Dr Andreassen was never convicted of his horrendous crimes and
predation of young children. There was never enough substantial
evidence to pursue a case and all eyewitness reports were unusable
because of the questionable mental health of all the witnesses due to
their internment. The orderlies feared the doctor too much to give
statements when they worked there despite repeated anonymous
complaints and private questioning. Dr. Andreassen eventually died in a
train accident a few years after the asylum became a hospice clinic. It is
theorized that his death was actually a suicide but that is unconfirmed.
The building was later condemned due to environmental damage.
During a safety check prior to it being demolished, photos of children in
provocative positions were discovered under the floor in what was once
the Doctors private oﬃce. The children in the photos were believed to be
diﬀerent patients that he had treated over the years, all of the children
were unconscious or recently deceased at the time of the photos. One of
the photos provided significant evidence, it depicted the child believed to
be Lillian in a white dress seated on Dr. Andreassen’s lap, his hand
inappropriately placed on the child's thigh. Despite the substantial
evidence and later, witness testimony, no legal repercussions were
pursued by Lillian's family posthumously against Dr. Andreassen.
After the discovery of Dr. Andreassen’s crimes, A journalist by the
name of Raymond Bennett interviewed anyone he could find that had
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spent time at the hospital while Dr. Andreassen was in charge. A small
number of the orderlies and patients that were asked to comment agreed
to be interviewed, but many that were asked reacted with extreme
disgust, aggression, and refused to comment. A selection of the
statements made by willing participants are included below.

Ida White, influenza patient. Interviewed in her Maryland home in
1956 at age 51. She was 11 at the time of the escape.
"she was a lovely little thing, dainty with dark hair that was almost
blue and had light eyes. She couldn't have been older than 10 by the
time he got to her. The older patients in the ward tried their best to keep
the children hidden from him, but he'd pick his favorites and always
knew where to find them. She was such a clever and feisty child until he
"fixed her". Was awful to see her after what he'd done. She had been my
best friend before he got to her but I was a fat child and I was saved by
my pig nose and thin hair, I didn't understand why he didn't pick me at
the time but later I've never been so thankful to not be pretty.”
Lawrence Ford, Retired Groundskeeper, Interviewed in 1960 at his
son's restaurant in Philadelphia at age 83. He was 40 and had
already abandoned the island at the time of the escape.
"I worked the grounds of Dunwich for most of my life. My family
has always lived on the island so it was one of the few jobs we could get
without going to the mainland. My pa was the head groundskeeper at the
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time and I'd work with him when the house didn't need fixing and times
the fishing was bad. We dug a lot of holes around the complex. Thought
for a while it was for pipe laying or drainage but i guess I was too simple
to see a grave when I had dug it myself. I didn't find out about what the
holes were for until my pa broke his back when he fell from the roof. It
was my job then. Lots of women. Too many. I had me a daughter a few
years following my promotion. We abandoned the house the year after."
Julienne Thompson, worked as a nurse in the female ward.
Interviewed in her daughter's apartment in Boston in 1963 at age 80.
She was 34 at the time of the escape.
"He was a bastard of a man. We despised him, everything about
him would make your skin creep, but I hated his eyes the most. Fishy
and liquid behind filthy glasses. I swore I never saw him blink, I don't
think his eyelids could even close if they tried. They still look at me in
dreams, makes me shiver. Bastard. Bastard is too good a word for him.
Worm. I had children of my own at the time I was working there and I
wouldn't have them on the island with me. Had my sister keep them
instead of bringing them anywhere near that ———, even though we had
our own little houses rent free near the hospital. Wouldn't risk it. Such
pretty little things, those girls. Before they learned to make themselves
unwantable. The worst was when they'd rub their own feces into cuts
they gave each other. make them fester so he'd keep away. The smell. I
can't think about it anymore. I'm sorry, but I'm done."
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`

In addition to these selected quotes, a sample of translated text

from A. H. Kotz’s Asylum Journal is included below.

“Intake, stripped naked and checked for parasites and wounds. Shaved
completely. Put in a very hot bath and scrubbed with sand. Cowering like
bashful children while they spray us with cold water. Slippers, pajamas,
underwear.
Let out of isolation into general ward. Beds in four rows. all with restraint
belts to trap us at night. i wonder what Abby must think of me.
I ask an orderly if we can send letters, she smiles sadly at me and says I
can write them but they don't go anywhere. This shit place.
Two patients get into a fight, one bites oﬀ the others ear and runs around
with it like a game of keep away. There are bloody drips going around in
a circle that stain the floor. The Doctor is annoyed and refuses to reattach
the ear as punishment. I think the other man kept it somewhere. Maybe
he ate it. Chewy like beef fat.”
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The DPPS
According to various findings of Kotz, the organization that
detained him was known as The Department for the Preservation of
Public Safety (Sanity) A government sponsored organization which
supposedly was established after the Louisiana Purchase. The resulting
migration west and extensive expeditions into the new American territory
led to some peculiar discoveries that were deemed dangerous. steps
were then taken by the government to reduce the populations of the
"oﬀensive" creatures. As the west became more and more populated,
the DPPS began to sponsor ranchers and many Native American groups
to spur the extermination progress and would also pay handsomely for
live capture and pelts of specific creatures. The populations of these
creatures dropped dramatically and were pushed either north or south to
neighboring areas where their numbers suﬀered and much of the
populations became ill or starved because of the unfamiliar
environments.
It is currently unknown if this department still exists and if these
creatures have been hunted to extinction, or if either of them existed at
all. The environmental changes caused by technological advances are
cause enough to believe that the majority of the environments of these
creatures are no longer habitable by them and are believed to be scarce
in number if even still existent.
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Research
His belongings he carried on his person and the items he kept in
his final safe house were acquired by the local college and library for
cultural studies. They were kept in their respective archives until the
1980's. The collection was then reexamined after the college was
absorbed by a larger state school and the sample collections were
combined. Dr. Helena Deloach of the anthropology department took a
special interest in the collection and began studying the artifacts as part
of her thesis at the time. After the the biological samples were proven to
be something far more unusual than simple mutations, the entire
collection was moved to a natural history museum to be better preserved
and examined in highly controlled conditions.
This partial showing of the collection follows a large decoding and
translation eﬀort that has shed more light on the meaning and origins of
these artifacts. Another, larger showing is set to follow after the more
delicate artifacts are restored or recreated for museum display. Oﬃcially,
we must state that all of the animals in this collection have not been
proven to be actual species that are still alive at this current moment. The
organic materials and genetic makeup of these creatures have been
examined by multiple organizations and departments and the majority of
attempts to identify the species of these creatures have been
inconclusive, but none of the samples display genetic defects.
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We have no way to prove the existence of a government agency
detaining American citizens or exterminating specific species from our
local ecosystems. We do not confirm nor deny the existence of the
aforementioned department. This exhibit is designed to neutrally share
these findings from an anthropological standpoint and we as a collective,
make no claims to agree with the beliefs of the late August Hermann
Kotz.
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Timeline

23
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Artifacts
Field Kit

Survival
A heavy metal
briefcase with internal
compartments used
for carrying more
delicate trinkets and
necessities.
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Field Kit

Survival
Internal compartment
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Field Kit

Survival
A detail shot of the photos
adhered to the underside
of the internal flap. The
middle picture is of his
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Field Kit

Survival
Exploded View: From top left to center in spiral
Small handmade doll believed to belong to his daughter, pipe tobacco, a love note from his
wife, a small waxed box full of stolen matches, paper slips with typed numbers, unidentified
animal tooth, map measure, small bundle of string, Virgin Mary Amulet, A locket belonging to
his wife, a brooch with a broken pin, stiﬀ eraser, drill bit, blade with a hook sawed into tip, bone
flute, feather, iodine, leather gloves, unknown key, small scissors, wooden box, drafting pen,
mechanical pencil, spare glasses and case, small fuse container, utility knife, small wishbone,
unidentified animal tooth.
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Field Kit

Survival
emergency medical kit: from left to right
Cup, gin, handkerchief, unidentified tinctures, needle, thread, unidentified topical ointments,
metal box with belt closure, collapsable ruler meant to be used as an emergency splint.
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Cooking Utensils

Survival
From top to bottom
Hot pot grabber, can opener, cleaver, meat fork, cooking spoon, small ladle
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Darts

Survival
Blow Darts with fur and berry dye
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Bowl and Spoon

Survival
Tin bowl and wooden ladle. Soups and stews were his primary method of cooking food due to
the ease and low labor.
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Rope bundle

Survival
Hand twisted cord made of foliage

33

Cotton gauze

Survival
Gauze in his medical kit

34

Thicket Knife

Survival
Steel blade, leather and animal fur handle with fox tail fur tuft on end. Used to chop vegetation
and underbrush

35

Ice Pick

Survival
A steel ice pick
distributed by
manufacturers of block
ice.

36

Rooter

Survival
Knife with a dull hooked pommel and a sheath with a “cat paw” style
whipping weapon on the end, most likely used for self defense while foraging.
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Rooter

Survival
Detail shots

38

Meal Kit

Survival
From left to right
Burlap carry sack, enamel iron plate, handkerchief, stolen fork, stolen spoon (diﬀerent set)
utility knife

39

Leather Punch

Survival
A well worn steel punch tool used for making holes in thick leather.

40

Minnow Bucket

Survival
A tin bucket for collecting minnows.

41

Cooking Tools

Survival
Various utensils and a small pan used for food preparation.

42

Axe

Survival
Hand axe

43

Snips

Survival
Tin snips
44

Seamstress Eye Ward

Sanity
The optical cavity of a large aquatic creature stuﬀed with an unknown substance and sewn into
a leather pouch.
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Seamstress Eye Ward

Sanity
Detail shots

46

Tooth Shaker

Sanity
A pocket-watch lens on a copper form filled with crushed teeth, used for bone scrying.

47

Circle Amulet

Sanity
A hanging amulet made from
brass and human hair, purpose
unknown.

48

Spine Necklace

Sanity
A vertebrae braced with a pierced
strip of tin. Nine small knuckle bones
hang from strings from the tin. An
iron washer attaches the suspended
vertebrae to a twine cord.

49

Tail Band

Sanity
The tail of a small rodent, bound in thread
and decorated with bone beads. A woven
leather loop comes out of the end and splits
into a cord with a mammal tooth attached.
Use unknown.

50

Window

Sanity
Two panels of cracked glass
sandwiching human skin scraps.
A deer tooth hangs from the
bottom point of the angled
square.

51

Luck Charm

Sanity
A knotted ball of fur sewn into a
string cage and worn as a belt
charm. Theoretically was used to
keep accidents from happening.

52

Abby’s Watch

Sanity
The wristwatch that once belonged to his wife.

53

Warding Bag

Sanity
A leather pouch filled with
various mummified
reptiles, preserved insects,
animal bones, and tooth
fragments. Believed to
have been used for
protection spells.

54

Locket

Sanity
A photo locket belonging to Kotz’s wife Abby. One of the only known photos of A. H.
Kotz to exist.

55

Sky

Sanity
The rabbit doll belonging to his only daughter, handmade by his mother for her.

56

Silk Umbrella

Sanity
A yellowed silk
umbrella with a reed
cane. Most likely
stolen.

57

Mummified mammal head

Samples
The head of an unidentifiable mammalian creature that appears to have been preserved
with salt and lye.
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Mummified mammal head

Samples
Detail shots

59

Apothecary

Research
A large variety of medicinal herbs and tinctures. Detail shots below.

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

Strober

Research
A strobe light used by Kotz to attract large insect creatures for examination.

74

Asylum Journal

Research
Detail shot, he used nail trimmings as a way to keep track of time
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Asylum Journal

Research
Detail shot, he used nail
trimmings as a way to keep
track of time

76

Family Book

Research
A small book containing photos and a family tree.

77

Family Book

Research
Detail shots of
photos taken of his
children.

78

Note Book

Research
Foraging guide and
sketching book
made from rubber.

79

Correspondence Book

Research
Made very small to hide in tree hollows, passed between the scientists to communicate.

80

Genus and Species : Roll Book

Research
A multi-tiered book categorizing diﬀerent species of unnatural creatures
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Genus and Species : Roll Book

Research
Detail Shot

82

Handmade Books

Research
Books made by Kotz later into his isolation, from left in clockwise circle:
Foraging guide and sketching book, genus roll book, family book, Asylum Journal,
correspondence book.

83

South House Map

Research
A waxed fabric map with various camps
and trail routes stitched into it. All areas in
black are landmarks, while the center
circle is centered on the abandoned house
he squatted in.
He didn’t live permanently at the house,
rather, he would rotate from camp to
camp to make himself harder to track and

84

Dissection Table

Reconstructions
Where most of his examinations would take place, either observing live samples or
dissecting creatures that were caught in his traps.
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Dissection Table

Reconstructions
Detail Shot

86

Gurney Desk

Reconstructions
Where the majority of his writings would be completed. The typewriter was extremely valuable
and was found wrapped in a pillowcase in a wooden box under the floorboards of the last
house.
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Gurney Desk

Reconstructions
Detail Shots

88

Storage Chest

Reconstructions
A large wooden chest lined with tin. Grains, foraged items, and preserved foods
would be kept here to prevent rodents from eating them. More delicate objects were
kept here as well as in progress projects.
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Storage Chest

Reconstructions
Detail Shots
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Sleeping Area

Reconstructions
A spring frame with a thick sleeping bag and rain cover sit on top along with a
rag pillow.
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A. H. Kotz

Reconstructions
The clothing and objects that
the corpse of A. H. Kotz was
found with
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A. H. Kotz

Reconstructions
Detail shots
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the development of this project required extensive research into history,
ecological scientific practices, Lifestyles of the early 20th century, survivalism,
pagan practices, folk religion, and the morphology of existing species in specific
regional areas.
These topics were thoroughly investigated to ensure accuracy and to fully
understand patterns that exist within the scope of the subjects. The reasoning
behind this prolonged attention in so many directions was to allow narrative
leaps to be made and still ensure their plausibility. Gaps in the narrative were
fabricated intentionally to mimic the limited scope of detail we usually have for
anthropological studies and to encourage the audience to develop their own
links between pieces.
In addition to the research required to develop the story successfully, the
methods used to develop the artifacts and specimens had to be studied in great
depth and mastered in some cases. I had to invest time into becoming adept at
a number of skills, including basket weaving, trap making, leatherwork, forging,
wax figure making, and taxidermy.
Lastly, with these two aspects combined, I had to understand how museum
exhibits were developed, designed, and arranged. The studies for this final
portion required field research, private interviews with freelance exhibit
designers, and reading many articles and books on the subject. I have been
working on this project for over two years time, the steps I have gone through to
aid in its success have greatly shaped my interests as an artist and influenced
both my degree choice as well as my intended career path.
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This project is very detailed and required a large amount of preplanning.
There is over one hundred diﬀerent individual artifacts that have been either
sourced, created, or transformed to fit the overall work. In addition to the
physical pieces, I've also written a faux report on the subject himself, his past,
and his experiences leading up to his death, as well as where the collection has
been relocated to since it’s discovery. Specific pieces of the collection required
their own histories and influences that in turn had to be fully understood. An
example of this research branching is the model of the abandoned house that he
squatted in. The construction is based on an actual abandoned house in the
proper region from the correct time period. Everything from the floorboards to
how the mold spread was researched and replicated on a small scale.
My motivation for developing such a complicated project and devoting so
much time in a singular story has many diﬀerent layers. I have been working on
this project for almost 3 years by the time this is read, this is highly uncommon
for undergraduates in any field, but especially in the fine arts. The system that is
currently in place does not encourage this method, rather, your finishing project
is limited to your last semester as a senior.
I developed this project for myself mostly as an attempt to keep myself
interested in the work I needed to complete for class. Churning out endless
short term projects only made significant by the weight of a grade quickly lost
my attention. This project was completely formed as a carrot on a stick for
myself that managed to gain more momentum than expected.
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Artist Statement
This project was a multi-tiered experiment focused on credibility and the
suspension of disbelief. It began with a narrative that is woven into actual
historical events in an attempt to develop a sense of plausibility. This was
followed by intensive research into the diﬀerent methodologies used in the time
period, sourcing actual artifacts from the right era, and studying the methods
used to make believable replicas. Finally, I worked on producing the actual
artifacts and samples using this research.
The majority of the work I have created throughout my time as a
practicing artist has been grounded in a narrative of some form, be it in depth
and obvious, or only apparent to me. I’ve found that my patience for objects that
just simply exist for the sake of existing is very limited. There is a path that
something took to get from point A to point B, and I am far more interested in
the path than the result. This preference has greatly impacted my work in not
only it’s design process, but also in it’s production. I only use new products
when absolutely necessary. The majority of my supplies and consumables come
from scrap bins and junk heaps. I am naturally a scavenger, and I derive great
satisfaction from taking something apart and making something diﬀerent out of
it. Admittedly, this method is only occasionally convenient. Much of the objects I
find useful cannot be searched for specifically, they are just stumbled upon. That
in itself isn’t necessarily a bad thing, but it is definitely a hinderance when
working with the deadlines and sketch requirements of an undergraduate
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degree. Due to this, I have been told I make a better artist than I do a student,
which is one of the best compliments I have ever received in my life.
I have been deeply interested in aged artifacts for a long time, passing
over anything new and shiny for old and rusty any chance I get. As a result of
this, I’ve been developing faux finishing techniques for over 8 years at this point
in my life. Creating and refining staining procedures, aging techniques, and
distressing methods for the better part of my time as an artist. Without this
skillset that I’ve developed over the years, this project would have been
impossible to complete.
I have an odd relationship with historical standards for successful art. I
find the traditional human form far too ubiquitous and predicable to be
interesting to the point where it’s almost annoying. The human obsession with
perfection is as frivolous as it is futile, and the pursuit of beauty is conceptually
flawed. Beauty in art is incredibly flexible to the point of uselessness. There are
two standard forms of achieving some form of beauty, one of complete
individual preference, and the other an aggressively sterile equation that crushes
out any room for play. I find both forms exceptionally exhausting.
In philosophy, the concept of beauty is dissolved down to it's purest
form, a fleeting miasma of opinion and narcissism. In art, beauty to the artist is
often completely diﬀerent than what the audience sees as attractive, dividing
responses into endless branches with variable levels of potency. This ineﬃcient
transfer of intent is wildly frustrating to me. The relationship between the work
and the artist is usually strenuous and tepid. To develop an appropriate
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environment for an idea to gestate properly, there has to be at least some
friction. whether it be from annoyance, impatience, or even aggression. This
structured distain makes it incredibly diﬃcult to find your own work beautiful I
personally find no beauty in my work . Within my process, there is no measure of
beauty, there is only a measure of interest. If the piece can pass that test, I won’t
immediately destroy it.
The majority of my work could be considered experiments about the
artist/audience relationship. My disinterest in standard forms of success has
lead me elsewhere. Disgust, fear, and confusion are incredibly potent and nearly
universal, they are quantifiable, measurable, and nearly formulaic, but still
untamed enough to have room to grow and manipulate. To pursue a reaction
that is so tangible and so potent is hugely gratifying when eﬀective, and obvious
when it’s not. To experiment with something that is so measurable yet so flexible
is extremely motivating, which is honestly one of, if not the most, important
resources an artist needs to survive.
There is poignant significance to the separation between the work and
the artist, and with this project it is severely important that the audience does
not link the artist to the work until after viewing the pieces. The entire underlying
purpose of this project is to use the suspension of disbelief as the valuable
resource that it is. There is extreme potential power held in ignorance, once the
veil is pulled back to reveal the reality of the situation to an oblivious audience, a
shockwave of realization travels through the individuals that creates the most
important product of art, independent thought.
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